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Smooth talk
among disparate devices

Interoperability allows instruments from different suppliers to openly
communicate and run standard control configurations on a single
Foundation field bus (FF) segment.

Interoperable field bus devices all speak the same language,
regardless of the manufacturer. They communicate and operate with-
out costly, complex translators, or "gateways." This enables "plug and
play" operation.

Devices achieve interoperability without limiting the instrument
supplier to a fixed set of control algorithms. Interoperability does not
limit manufacturer innovation, nor does the r-------------------,
FF specification. No other competing bus Fieldbus connection system (FCS)
on the market today offers these capabili-
ties or level of instrument interoperability.

Let's look at how users can achieve this
and be assured interoperability will work
as advertised.
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FUNCTION BLOCK SPEC
Because DDs provide information regarding function block opera-
tion, it stands to reason there must be a standard function block spec-
ification to implement control configurations. Only then can you
achieve true interoperability.

The function block is a common structure that defines input,
output, and contained parameters required for each specific
block's algorithm. In addition, function blocks standardize han-
dling alarms and events. They even standardize the diagram used
for control configuration. Function blocks also support built-in
schedules to synchronize control configuration execution times
and bus communications.

With a standard function block specification and DDs, the host
computer consistently downloads control configurations and other
data to field instruments. Likewise, the host can also access field infor-
mation regardless of instrument supplier. In effect, the function block

specification and DDs become the essence of
field bus interoperability.
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